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1 Market Manager 
The Market Manager does four main things: 

 

• It shows a “watch list” of both symbol prices and open positions, with facilities for closing 
positions and opening new ones 

• It shows headline information about the account, such as equity, balance, and margin 
usage. 

• It shows a list of all open tickets, i.e. all open positions and pending orders, with the ability 
to open each ticket as a separate window, and then modify or close the position or order. 

• It provides a concise summary of recent price activity on a symbol 

 

1.1 Choosing the symbols to display 

On MT4 and MT5, the list of symbols in the Market Manager synchronises with the MT4/MT5 
market watch. You configure the symbols in the Market Manager by configuring the MT4/MT5 
market watch. 

 

On other platforms, you control which symbols are displayed using the app’s Symbols menu. You 
can use this Symbols menu to do a number of things: 

 

• Quickly switch between currency-pairs for a particular currency, e.g. all USD pairs such 
as EURUSD, USDJPY etc 

• Create a bespoke list of symbols 

• Save a list of symbols as a “set”, and then quickly re-load a set. 

 

1.2 Trading from the Market Manager 

1.2.1 Placing orders  

Clicking on the bid or ask price for a symbol opens a dealing form with the order-type preset to 
“buy” or “sell”. 

 

This is the same dealing form used in FXBlue’s very popular Trade Terminal and Mini Terminal 
apps. It can be used to load trading templates created in other modules of the software, or to 
create new templates. 
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1.2.2 Quick trade-entry from templates 

The Market Manager shares templates with FXBlue’s Trade Terminal and Mini Terminal apps. 
You can quickly execute a template by holding down the Ctrl key while clicking on the bid or ask 
price for a symbol, and then clicking on the template name: 

 

 

 

Please note: templates have an order-type stored as part of their definition. In this context, the 
order-type is replaced by “buy” or “sell” depending on whether you have  clicked on the bid price 
or the ask price. 

 

1.2.3 Closing the entire position for a symbol 

You can quickly close all the orders for a symbol by clicking on the position size. While the mouse 
is over the column, an icon appears next to the volume to indicate this: 

 

 

 

If there are multiple tickets which make up a position, you can close individual tickets using the 
order list. 

 

1.3 Account information 

You view information about your account and profitability by choosing the “Account info” option 
from the drop-down menu. This displays headline values about the account such as balance and 
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free margin, and also shows a choice of three key metrics in graphical form (margin usage, 
floating P/L, or pips profit). 

 

 

 

1.4 Order list 

The “open and pending orders” option in the drop-down menu displays a list of each open ticket 
on the account, i.e. all open positions and pending orders. 

 

You can close a position or pending order by clicking on its volume, or you can inspect and order 
and change its details by clicking on the action such as “Buy” or “Sell”. This opens an order 
window as discussed in the next section. 
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1.5 Order windows 

Clicking on a ticket’s action in the order list opens a pop-up window for that order. You can have 
any number of these pop-up windows visible at once. 

 

  

 

1.5.1 Information about s/l and t/p 

The information shown about the s/l and t/p includes not only the price, but also the distance in 
pips from the current ask/bid price, and the cash effect on the balance if the s/l or t/p is hit. (In the 
example above, the order is substantially in profit and the s/l is in positive territory, i.e. the worst-
case result for this order is now a profit, not a loss.) 

 

Please note: when a s/l or t/p is set to a value in pips, it is measured from the open/current price. 
For example, a buy at 1.2345 with a s/l of 10 pips will have its s/l set to 1.2335. (In other words, 
when creating a s/l or t/p on an order, pip values are measured from the ask price.) However, the 
information in the pop-up order window shows how close the s/l and t/p are to being hit; the 
figures are measured from the other side of the spread. 

 

1.5.2 Changing stop-losses etc. 

The order window lets you change the s/l, t/p or trailing stop as well as just viewing this 
information. The s/l and t/p can be set using all the same options which are available when 
opening an order, not just a fixed price or a number of pips. (For example, the stop-loss can be 
set to a price corresponding to a cash risk of USD 50.) 
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1.6 Pop-up symbol windows 

Symbol names in the Market Manager act as links for opening a pop-up window showing recent 
price movements on that symbol. You can open any number any number of these pop-up symbol 
windows. 

 

  

 

1.6.1 Symbol information 

The pop-up symbol window shows the following information. 

 

• Current price versus the high-low range over the last 60 minutes, 24 hours, and 5 days. 

• Recent H1, M15 and M5 candles. 

• The current volume and profitability of any open position in the symbol. 
 

This is drawn from the data in your trading platform, and there can be a short delay before all the 
information appears if the historic data needs to be downloaded from the broker’s servers. 

Please note that the gauge for the last 60 minutes is not the same as the current H1 candle. The 
former runs from e.g. 10.23am to 11.22am whereas the current H1 candle runs from e.g. 
11.00am to 11.22am. 

The symbol window can be switched so that it shows very recent price activity instead of the 
candles, using the button highlighted in the following screenshot. This is not a tick chart; it is a 
500-millisecond chart which continues updating even if there is no market activity. 
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1.6.2 Trading from the pop-up symbol window 

You can carry out three trading actions from the symbol window: 

 

• Close an open position (if any) by clicking on the volume. 

• Open the standard dealing form by clicking on the Buy and Sell buttons in the top-left and 

top-right corners. 

• Quickly execute a saved template by holding down Ctrl while clicking on the Buy or Sell 

buttons. 
 

1.7 Pop-up menu for symbols 

As well as clicking on any symbol name in the Market Manager, you can also hold down the Ctrl 
key while clicking. This displays a pop-up menu with the following options: 

 

• Symbol information. Same as a simple click on the symbol; opens a pop-up window for 

that symbol. 

• Place order. Opens the standard dealing form. 

 

1.7.1 New-chart option on MT4 

On MT4 only, the pop-up menu contains a “New chart” option which opens a new chart for the 
selected symbol. If there is a template in MT4 called “Marketwatch” then this is automatically 
applied to the new chart. (If not, the default template will be used.) 
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Disclaimer 

This document has been prepared by Bernstein Bank GmbH, exclusively for the purposes of an 

informational presentation by Bernstein Bank GmbH. The presentation must not be modified or 

disclosed to third parties without the explicit permission of Bernstein Bank GmbH. Any persons who 

may come into possession of this information and these documents must inform themselves of the 

relevant legal provisions applicable to the receipt and disclosure of such information, and must 

comply with such provisions. This presentation may not be distributed in or into any jurisdiction 

where such distribution would be restricted by law. This presentation is provided for general 

information purposes only. It does not constitute an offer to enter into a contract on the provision 

of advisory services or an offer to buy or sell financial instruments. As far as this presentation 

contains information not provided by Bernstein Bank GmbH nor established on its behalf, this 

information has merely been compiled from reliable sources without specific verification. Therefore, 

Bernstein Bank GmbH does not give any warranty, and makes no representation as to the 

completeness or correctness of any information or opinion contained herein. Bernstein Bank GmbH 

accepts no responsibility or liability whatsoever for any expense, loss or damages arising out of, or 

in any way connected with, the use of all or any part of this presentation. This presentation may 

contain forward-looking statements of future expectations and other forward-looking statements or 

trend information that are based on current plans, views and/or assumptions and subject to known 

and unknown risks and uncertainties, most of them being difficult to predict and generally beyond 

Bernstein Bank GmbH´s control. This could lead to material differences between the actual future 

results, performance and/or events and those expressed or implied by such statements. Bernstein 

Bank GmbH assumes no obligation to update any forward-looking statement or any other 

information contained herein. 
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